
Revised 10/4/2012: We have learned that the evaporation rate from the Salton Sea is 
6 feet per year average, and not the 8 feet per year used earlier. This reduces the 
needed Gulf water from 11 million af/yr to 8 million af/y; the brine return is 1.5 af/y. The 
number of SPPs required to process the exiting Lake water reduces from 10,500 to 
9,345, lowering the SPPs cost from $32.8 B to $29.2 B. The canal and water handling 
costs including pipes and pumps remain at about $3 B. Let the canals with pipes and 
pumps be paid for by funding agencies, and Solar Power&Water® Inc. sell leases to 
pay for the SPPs. Recognizing that the Salton Sea Preferred restoration plan costs 
$8.9 B, our plan funding is only 33.7% of the Preferred. And our plan generates 
income from power sales. Processing the return brine in a salt works has the 
advantage of no need to put it into the Sea of Cortez or the Gulf. See Annex  

We, Richard A McKay and Roger S Sprankle, of Solar Power&Water, offer our 
second plan for remediating the Salton Sea. Our Imperial Lake Plan for 
converting the Salton Sea into a healthy lake entails replacing the Salton 
Sea water with screened Sea of Cortez seawater (Gulf water) with sufficient 
flow for flushing to prevent salinity buildup in Imperial Lake. See page 12.

This document is in three parts,  I. our second plan, II. a suspension of that plan and 
why, and III. a caveat for proceeding. 

Until posted here, our plan and the related documents were distributed exclusively to 
Mike Chrisman, Bob Johnson, Dirk Kempthorne, and Lester Snow via email and 
USPS, with verification copies to John Johnson, USBR, and to Dr. Jean-Lou 
Chameau, President of California Institute of Technology, via email. This was done to 
preclude the possibility of this second plan being decreed to have not existed as 
happened with our first plan, our Lake Cahuilla Proposal to restore the Salton Sea to 
fresh, full size, profitably, submitted in May 2005.
http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/programs/bypass/comments/solarpower3.pdf

Part I. Salton Sea becomes Imperial Lake plan

We see the sad mess which is the 2008 Salton Sea frequently while commuting to 
Arizona to construct, test and demonstrate our Solar Power&Water system, our SPP. 
We know a lot about the Sea, having both played on the Sea for years before it 
became foul, and having planned its restoration, believing that it was the right thing to 
do. Roger was not comfortable leaving the Sea to the misfortunes planned for it, 
knowing we can do so much better, so we both agreed we should again offer to fix it.
Accordingly, we developed, and here present, our Imperial Lake Plan for converting 
the Salton Sea into a healthy but ugly resort lake, thereby saving it. Our Imperial Lake 
Plan for converting the Salton Sea into a healthy lake entails replacing the Salton Sea 
water with screened Sea of Cortez seawater (Gulf water) with sufficient flow for 
flushing to prevent salinity buildup in Imperial Lake. Process the water leaving the Lake 
with our Solar Power&Water systems, our SPPs, to produce power and distilled 
water, thereby shrinking the volume of removed water being sent back to the Gulf by 
83%. It can also be intercepted by a salt works and dried. The Imperial Lake output 
flowrate is 8.8 million af/yr (Glossary p.7) at 45,000 ppm, which can be processed by 
SPPs producing 9,263 MW baseload, over 20,000 MW peaking power, or rapid grid 
stabilization (89 million MWh/yr) and 2 million af/yr distilled water. 89 million MWh/yr is 
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30% of Californiaʼs power consumption. (Additional installations in the Laguna Salada 
and Mexico playas can bring this to 60% of California's annual consumption.) The 
product water augments the Colorado River by ~13%, which today could be refilling 
Lake Mead and Lake Powell, the important hydropower lakes of the Colorado River. 

In Salton Sea Demise - an Opinion, Richard wrote "My understanding of the 
Colorado River system and of the Sea has matured during the last half year, and I 
assert that it is not wise, long term, to restore the Sea" by any of the conventional 
methods. http://www.solarpowerandwater.com/saltonsea.pdf The California State 
Legislature and others now plan to spend the announced $8.9 billion price to convert 
the Salton Sea into a bad joke to save it; unnecessary except for those who may 
have contracts lined up to do the work or have other vested interests.

In response to a Letter to Interested Parties from Bureau of Reclamation Lower 
Colorado Region Office, Richard submitted our Pre-proposal - October 9, 2005, in 
which is stated: "We at Solar Power&Water offer a system or tool which can be used 
in several applications to deal with problems of interest to the Bureau of Reclamation." 
To illustrate, now comes our set of plans to Replace the Salton Sea with something
much better, a new Imperial Lake, and more.         

Executive Summary
We offer one fundamental plan with several options, ranging from maintaining the 
present size Salton Sea and elevation, to a mostly dry, covered seabed. We will use 
two canals with pumps, one from the Sea of Cortez into the Imperial Valley, the 
second to remove salt brine from Imperial Valley, with both canals traversing Laguna 
Salada by the best route. Both canals will be concrete lined to prevent haggling over 
leakage. All water in the Salton Sea will be replaced with Sea of Cortez seawater, 
thus converting the Salton Sea into Imperial Lake.

Reference information: The Sea of Cortez salinity near the Delta is ~37,000 ppm TDS. 
The Mediterranean Sea salinity is ~39,000 ppm. The Salton Sea is ~50,000 ppm and 
rising. The Salton Sea is 237,000 acres with an evaporation of 1.9 million af/yr. The 
Salton Sea is full size at 228 feet below sea level. Imperial Irrigation District (IID) 
receives 3.3 million af/yr via the All American Canal. Our two canal lengths are 
approximately 120 miles each. [The new lined section of the All American Canal is 23 
miles long and costs $220 million, or about $10M/mi. It is sized for 7.3 million af/yr. 
These are IID data.] Our canals are 11 million af/yr supply and 1.5 million af/yr brine 
return. Costs, including pumps, are to be determined.

Install SPPs in the number and locations according to which plan version is being 
followed. The needed power to circulate the Gulf water in and pump Lake water or 
brine out comes from two sources; hydropower from the elevation drop of incoming 
Gulf water, and about 1% of the SPP power. Supply Gulf water to flush the Sea in the 
amount allowing evaporation to bring the exit stream to ~45,000 ppm, which is less 
than the present salinity of the Salton Sea. Matching the TDS of the Mediterranean 
Sea would be nice and is possible but is neither necessary nor cost effective. 

See Figures 1 and 2. Colorado River augmentation discussed elsewhere, with 
concomitant benefits, will use vast areas not shown in Figure 2. Implementation 
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elsewhere invites direct quid quo pro arrangements. Glossary and Estimated Costs 
follow Figure 2 on page 7.

The fish have rated the salinity of the Salton Sea acceptable, and no studies need to 
be done. Imagine how much happier the fish and the birds will be without the 
pollutants or the eutrophication and the fish kills, and a reduced salinity. Similarly, no 
studies need to be done to assess the desirability and value of the new Imperial 
Lakefront property, and the boating and camping now discouraged by the foul Sea.

The exchange canals would traverse Laguna Salada, where many of our SPPs could 
be placed. Best would be to site the SPPs as close as possible to the Lake elevation 
in the Imperial Valley to minimize the pumping and to harvest the power and water in
the U.S. Place SPPs on fallowed land and other land leased from farmers.  This would 
be an incentive to participate in the QSA transfers big time. 

The canals could be designed for recreation.

We have calculated many of the details of the various options of this plan. We 
recommend you not be reflexively negative without very careful study first. Loud 
shrieks will almost certainly arise, claiming that SPPs cannot be installed in Mexico. 
We have both served four years as technical consultants to the Comisión Federal de 
Electricidad, Mexico's Federal Electricity Commission (CFE); Richard still has his CFE 
ID badge. We visited Mexico in December 2006 to discuss installations there. We 
learned SPP installations are desired in the Communities de la Ciénega de Santa 
Clara ASAP. A single SPP can enrich the community with fresh drinking water, 1 MW 
baseload power, and $76,000 annually, although we did not mention the annual 
income. Before condemning, please recognize the SPP pond and its conversion 
technologies are technical and esoteric, and so are the applications.

Our Imperial Lake plan is offered in this skeletal form for careful review and 
consideration. We can provide details and assist cognizant agencies upon request, 
but we will be busy elsewhere on a carefully designed plan to augment the Colorado 
River by more than 40%, with the concomitant production of 33,000 MW of power, 
(272 million MWh/y) i.e., 93% of California's 2007 consumption. Moreover, we have 
reason to expect numerous RFPs and RFQs from Australia. Obviously we think our 
Salton Sea to Imperial Lake conversion is at least worthy of consideration. We 
decided to make the plans existence known.

Yes, Mexico will need to agree to the canals and to the removing of water from the 
Gulf. Separately, our Colorado River augmentation includes replacing the 1.5 million 
af/yr Mexico Treaty water with new, distilled water. Linkage could probably make 
Mexico more than agreeable, such as with a quid pro quo arrangement.

If regulatory agencies, environmentalists, and others feel a need to burden this plan 
with endless rules, a USA-Mexico package agreement is likely, involving wetlands 
protection, especially the Ciénega de Santa Clara, the production of large quantities 
of high quality water, the production of large quantities of solar power, and the 
restoration of not just the Salton Sea, but also parts of the Delta, and substantial 
augmentation of the Colorado River. But a word of caution: laws like the present 
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forbidding removing a single gallon of Salton Sea water and another forbidding 
putting it back can be very detrimental to progress. 

Richard presented a plan to the Southern Nevada Water Authority Board of Directors 
on 2/16/06 to provide 400,000 af/yr, made available from Lake Mead, involving a 
swap with WMIDD (Wellton-Mohawk) but sourced from our systems installed in the 
Colorado River Delta and drawing water from the Gulf. Net cost would be zero with a 
net income of $1.46 Billion/yr from power sales alone. We think this is better than the 
estimated $15 Billion water grab pipeline complex with its high operating and 
maintenance costs and regional ulcers favored by the SNWA. If they change their 
mind, we will try to accommodate them. 

Accompanying this plan is our formal withdrawal of our evanescent and rejected Lake 
Cahuilla Proposal. Evaporation losses from a full sized Sea supported by fresh water 
are far too costly, and would represent poor utilization of resources.

In an email to Professor Nathan Lewis of Caltech, sent 3/26/07, Richard, in jest, 
quitclaimed to Nate any dry lake bed for him to cover with his solar energy systems 
such as photovoltaic panels, trough and dish solar, and whatever else he might have 
available, to preclude another Owens Lake disaster. Execution of our Imperial Lake 
plan rescinds this offer.

Recognize that the huge mass of study results covering 1975 to the present for the 
Salton Sea will not be applicable. Forget them. Imperial Lake is new. And it may even 
be dry. Some new studies will be needed; we can suggest a few. 

In the Salton Sea Demise Opinion piece, Richard wrote "So, a Sea or Lake, or not. 
The Sea is ugly and held in such contempt by realtors in the Valley that most won't go 
near it, saying because it stinks as the reason. Lake Tahoe is not ugly, Lake Lucerne is 
not ugly, Shasta Lake is not ugly, Canyon Lake is not ugly, the Salton Sea is ugly. I 
have never heard that it is even on the Ramsar List of Wetlands of International 
Importance. It would look nicer were it all fields of vegetables instead of water. Any 
sea or lake in the Imperial Valley becomes artificial, existing if and as we dictate." 
Imperial Lake will be equally ugly. Instead, imagine a checkerboard of SPPs which are 
mostly ponds, interspersed with structures supporting hydroponics. Increasing 
demands for power and pure water and food might make this the best choice.

IID receives 3.3 million af/yr via the All American Canal. 1.9 million af/yr are lost to 
evaporation from the Salton Sea. Most of this is from agricultural irrigation drainage, 
implying agriculture uses the difference, or 1.4 million af/yr, compared with the 2 
million af/yr distilled SPP water which will be available. This enables salt-free 
hydroponic farming, no mobile selenium, no or negligible drainage, while increasing 
the farm production in the District. The 1.9 million af/yr no longer lost to evaporation 
can be traded.

Plan Benefits:
Smooth, gradual transition (years), zero net cost, huge net annual income, clean 
resort lake.
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Roger S Sprankle, Richard A McKay
For additional information contact: 
Richard McKay, 805-441-1762, richard@solarpowerandwater.com 
Roger Sprankle, 805-458-7216, rogers@solarpowerandwater.com
http://www.solarpowerandwater.com   
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Figure 2
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Glossary
af/yr acre feet per year (or ac-ft/yr)
MWh/yr megawatt hours per year
ppm parts per million
TDS total dissolved solids
$M million dollars 
$B billion dollars
M W megawatt, 1,000 kilowatts 
RPS Renewable Portfolio Standards
QSA Quantification Settlement Agreement 
RFP Request For Proposal
RFQ Request For Quotation
          

Estimated Costs

240 miles of canals @ $10M/mi = $2,400 M or $2.4 B for the canals.
Say $3 B to include pipes and pumps.

10,500 SPPs x $3.125 M per lease = $32,812.5 M or $32.8 B for the leased SPPs.
Lease includes operation and maintenance by Solar Power&Water.
Remember that each SPP is a stand-alone 1,000 kW solar power plant which also 
desalinates water to produce distilled water, both at lowest cost.

SPPs + canals + pipes and pumps = $32.8 B + $3 B = $35.8 B installed costs

Assume costs for the needed land for SPPs and canals are paid by the water.

Power sales = $7.27 B/yr, power sales based on Bloomberg, Firm On-Peak, Day
Ahead Spot/West Coast, 2/16/2008. Except remember this is green and qualifies for
RPS premium rates.

So power sales pay for the canals and pipes and pumps and SPPs ($3 B + $32.8 B
= $35.8 B), and $35.8 B/$7.27 B/yr = 4.92 years.

Then continuing revenue from power sales = $7.27 B/yr
QED

Suggested Reading:

Salton Sea Demise - an Opinion  http://www.solarpowerandwater.com/saltonsea.pdf

Water Shortages open letter 
http://www.solarpowerandwater.com/water%20shortages.pdf

Pre-proposal - October 9, 2005 
http://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/programs/bypass/comments/solarpower1.pdf 

Richard A McKay PhD   richard@solarpowerandwater.com    805-441-1762
Solar Power&Water   http://www.solarpowerandwater.com
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Part II. Salton Sea becomes Imperial Lake plan suspended

Again initially distributed exclusively to Mike Chrisman, Bob Johnson, Dirk 
Kempthorne, and Lester Snow via email and USPS, with verification copies to John 
Johnson and to Dr. Jean-Lou Chameau, President of California Institute of 
Technology, via email, for the same reason as before.

We, Roger S Sprankle and Richard A McKay, of Solar Power&Water, have observed 
the sad mess which is the 2008 Salton Sea frequently while commuting to Arizona to 
construct, test and demonstrate our Solar Power&Water system, our SPP. We know a 
lot about the Sea, having both played on the Sea for years before it became foul, and 
having planned its restoration, believing that it was the right thing to do. We submitted 
our Lake Cahuilla Proposal to restore the Salton Sea in May 2005, but it was ignored 
and its existence denied. Richard thinks this is just as well.

Remember, Roger was not comfortable leaving the Sea to the misfortunes planned 
for it, knowing we can do so much better, so we both agreed we should again offer to 
fix it. Accordingly, we developed a fundamental plan with several options, ranging 
from maintaining the present size Salton Sea and elevation, to a mostly dry, covered 
seabed. The plan would use two canals with pumps, one from the Sea of Cortez into 
the Imperial Valley, the second to remove salt brine from Imperial Valley, with both 
canals traversing Laguna Salada by the best route. Most of the transfer would be by 
gravity. All water in the Salton Sea would be replaced with Sea of Cortez seawater, 
thus converting the Salton Sea into Imperial Lake. Flowrates and evaporation would 
be balanced to maintain the Lake at a salinity of ~45,000 ppm, lower than the present 
saliity. The plan calls for processing the Imperial Lake output flowrate of 8.8 million 
af/yr with Solar Power&Water SPPs producing 9,263 MW baseload, over 20,000 MW 
peaking power, or rapid grid stabilization (89 million MWh/yr or 30% of California's 
2007 power consumption.) and 2 million af/yr distilled water. The residual brine could 
be returned to its Sea of Cortez source, but Richard thinks the opposition might be 
insurmountable. Laws like the  present forbidding removing a single gallon of Salton 
Sea water and another forbidding putting it back can be very detrimental to 
progress. That is perhaps unfortunate, because our plan yields a full size, clean, fish-
compatible Lake, 3.9 million af/yr of additional water, and power sales income 
becoming sufficient to recover all installation costs in 4.9 years, to be followed by 
$7.27 B/yr income.

Richard makes the argument that a Sea or Lake in this valley is artificial and will 
require a poor allocation of resources. He doubts that our new plan would be funded, 
and he is not interested in dealing with insurmountable environmentalist opposition. 
We have decided the efforts of Solar Power&Water and 10,500 SPPs will be better 
directed toward augmenting the Colorado River to the benefit of all seven Colorado 
River states, and so we suspend our Salton Sea becomes Imperial Lake plan. But we 
will accept discussion.

The Salton Sea is a terminal life support case. We wish the cognizant agencies the  
best of luck with it.
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                                                                                       February 22, 2008
Part III. Caveat to the suspension

Recall that Richard wrote "I doubt that our new plan would be funded, and I am not 
interested in dealing with insurmountable environmentalist opposition."

If agencies want our Salton Sea becomes Imperial Lake plan, the above 
notwithstanding, here is a basis for proceeding. We, Solar Power&Water, stand by 
while your agencies install the two canals; 11 million af/yr supply from the Sea of 
Cortez  and 1.5 million af/yr brine return, plus pumps and piping. Explore routing the 
dense return brine south and into the Sea for flow to the depths of the Gulf of 
California and on to the Pacific Ocean if environmentally desirable. When the canals 
are ready, Solar Power&Water can then proceed to systematically install our systems 
to complete the basic plan.

Recognize that flushing the Salton Sea with Sea of Cortez water, thus converting it to 
the clean Imperial Lake, brings with it nutrients and species from the Sea of Cortez. 
Tilapia and orangemouth corvina will continue to thrive and may be joined by 
bairdiella and sargo, and several kinds of bass. Expect also the possibility of dolphin, 
spiny lobsters and oysters flourishing.  Be not surprised by shrimp, scallops, clams, 
oysters, and mussels. Perhaps even the endangered Gulf of California Porpoise 
could be transferred and nurtured in our Imperial Lake. Happy aquatic life = happy 
birds and happy fishermen = happy tourism. 

Plus solar power for electric cars. California = the Golden State. ∑= thank you very 
much. 

2/1/2009
Richard A McKay PhD   richard@solarpowerandwater.com    805-441-1762
Solar Power&Water   http://www.solarpowerandwater.com

--------------------------------
Annex:
Compare hydroponics with traditional farming.

• Hydroponics uses 1/10th of the water - evapotranspiration; no drainage.
• Uses a fraction of the minerals.
• Uses no diesel fuel, and no stoop labor.
• Uses 1/3 to 1/4 of the space that traditional agriculture uses.

Assume 400 acre farm fallowed. Install three 80 acre SPP solar power and water 
farms, leaving 160 acres. Farm using hydroponics on 100 acres, producing = prior 400 
acre yield. On remaining 60 acres, more hydroponics so farm yield increases to 
equivalent of farming 640 acres traditionally. 
Farmer buy greenhouses and hydroponic equipment with power sales, and sell his 
diesel farm equipment, etc,. 
Result is a 60% increase in the productivity of farming. Why not do this with the entire 
Imperial Valley farming? No irrigation runoff to the Salton Sea which is filled with 
Gulf water. 
Start flushing the sea with Gulf water to produce the brine return rate, gradually 
increasing as SPPs come on line to shrink the return brine. 
80 acre SPP yields 1.33 MW (10.93 Million kWh/yr) and 253.33 af/y distilled water. 
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Salton Sea to Imperial Lake game plan
The game plan for the Salton Sea to Imperial Lake proposal is to install the two canals and pipes and 
pumps to move Gulf (Sea of Cortez) water into the Salton Sea and remove waste water from the Sea. 
All of this would be paid for by funding agencies, perhaps including the government of Mexico. Recall that 
the U.S. built the Bypass Canal to the border and the Mexicans continued it to the Ciénega with U.S. 
money. Similarly, the Mexicans might build and install the supply canal in Mexico along with the pipes and 
pumps, paid for by the U.S. Why? Because Solar Power&Water® Inc. leases would stipulate that a 
portion of the product water would be assigned to Mexico. This portion would be delivered to, say, IID, 
which in turn would forego this amount of water it receives from the Colorado River. This unneeded 
amount of Colorado River water would flow to Mexico, joining the 1.5 million af/yr of Treaty water. The 
effect would be that Mexico would help deliver Gulf water to the Salton Sea for the Sea to Lake plan and 
receive part of the water extracted from the Gulf water. This extracted water would be independent of the 
Colorado River, and hence not controlled by the Law of the River. We are suggesting this assigned 
water represent 5% of the extracted water, but this would be negotiated. This would be about 5.9% of 
the Treaty quantity. The Solar Power&Water® Inc. products start small, but increase as more SPPs are 
installed, reaching the numbers stated in the plan when fully implemented. Flowing the return brine to salt 
flats or to a salt works might obviate any need for the return canal to reach the Gulf, but instead stopping 
short. The Mexicans can help in this planning. 
The $3 billion cost for the conveyances to move water to and from the Salton Sea amounts to 
approximately $325,000 per SPP. This could be added to the lease price and passed through to the 
funding agencies, or paid gradually out of power sales from each SPP. 

Potential Benefits
#Convert the Salton Sea into to a full size clean saline fish-friendly resort lake. Important for people and 
the economy, and for the Western Flyway and some 400 species of birds. Ponds increase acreage for 
the birds from 239,100 to 663,420. Sport fishing, swimming and water skiing, and boat racing return.

#Meet 30% of California's peak electric power requirement with green renewable power, while providing 
baseload, peaking, and quick response grid load leveling. 

#Encourage lakeshore development and recreation.

#Supplant Colorado River water needs for Imperial Valley plus provide excess.

#End fish die-offs and make beaches into fine sand with a crawling hammer mill. 

#Enable 60% increase in agricultural production while eliminating farm diesel and diesel exhaust.

#Stabilize farming, thus reducing unemployment. 

#Replace evaporation of about 1,422,000 af/y of Colorado River water with Gulf water.

#Accomplish inland desalinization, with salt management.
 
#Completely pay for the plan internally.

rev. 10/16/12, 8/13/13

Note: The plan calculations must be redone using the corrected evaporation and an accurate Sea area. 
Also ponds of perhaps 200 acres will be considered for increased individual SPP product output and 
improved economics. 
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Plan 2 water and salts balance calculations. 

Evaporation (loss)
Salton Sea = 239,100 acres x 6'/y = 1,434,600  af/y evap

Flush the Salton Sea with Delta water to create Imperial Lake
Delta is ~37,000 ppm TDS; Imperil Lake exit stream gradually becomes ~45,000 ppm
Supply = G/y, the unknown

Salt in = salt out
G/y x 37,000 ppm TDS = (G/y - 1,434,600 af/y) 45,000 ppm
= G/y x 45,000 ppm - 1,434,600 af/y x 45,000 ppm
G/y x 37,000 ppm = G/y x 45,000 ppm -64,557,000,000
64,557,000,000 af/y ppm = G/y x (45,000 - 37,000) =G/y x 8,000 ppm
G = 8,069,625 af/y supply canal  [say 8 million af/y]

Discard = G - evap = 6,635,025 af/y leaving Lake
Input to SPP = 710 af/y (Figure 1)
#SPPs = discard/710/SPP = 9,345 SPPs
Product DW@190 af/y each x #SPPs  = 1,775,550 af/y DW
5% to Mexico or 88,777.5 af/y, leaving 1,686,772.5 af/y DW
brine@160 af/y#/SPPs  = 1,495,200 af/y waste canal [say 1.5 million af/y]

Process
Initially the Gulf supply equals the 1.5 million in the waste canal. As each SPP comes online, 
710 af/y of input shrinks the waste to 160 af/y, so the supply can increase by 710 - 160 = 550 
af/y. Gradually the supply reaches 8 million af/y, eventually resulting in the target 45,000 ppm 
TDS Lake water.  

IID gets 3.3 Maf/y, 1,434,600 af/y evaporates, so farming consumes 1,865,400 af/y, but 
hydroponics uses only 10% or 186,540 af/y, leaving 1,678,860 af/y surplus and no drainage.
CA gets 4.4 M Colorado River water of which 3.3 M goes to IID.
4.4 - 3.3 = 1.1 M or 1,100,000 af/y. Supply this 1,100,000 af/y from the surplus, leaving 
578,860 af/y excess. Result: the entire surplus amount can be sold. 

SNWA wants 400,000 af/y by 2025, so could buy leases for 2105/.95 SPPs, allowing 
for the 5% to Mexico, or 2,216 SPPs. Can be purchased gradually. 
2,216/9,345 = 0.237 or 23.7% of the planned SPPs
Cost ~ $3,125,000 + $325,000 = $3,450,000 each or $7,645,200,000, compared with 
~$15 billion for the Groundwater Development Project, pejoratively but accurately 
known also as the Water Grab or the Water Heist, or 51%, or about half.
To be paid for by product sales, then continuing income.

10/23/12
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Instead consider this scenario. 
The $3 Billion estimate for the water conveyances to move Gulf water to and from the 
Salton Sea, converting it to Imperial Lake, is based on the cost of the new lined 
section of the All American Canal, plus an estimate for any needed pipes and pumps. 
The SPP lease price of $3.125 Million is the estimated standard price plus estimated 
hookup infrastructure, to which add its share of the $3 B water conveyances cost, 
giving $3,450,000 each. 
The power sales price of Electricity (per kWh) is the published Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor price for Los Angeles area consumers in 2012, 
= $0.211/kWh.  http://www.bls.gov/ro9/cpilosa_energy.htm
The result is that the income per SPP is 50.15% of the cost of its lease.* 
Consequently a pair of SPPs can pay for another lease each year, if the 12.5% 
royalty were ignored. The RPS is forcing California to install many photovoltaic panels 
which are subject to output impairment by clouds, requiring transmission line load 
leveling. So also with wind energy subject to irregular winds. An advantage of SPP 
power is that it is not only green, but can provide not only baseload and peaking, but 
also rapid load leveling which is presently not yet available. It is reasonable to 
assume these advantages will warrant sufficient price premium to cover the royalty. If 
SNWA were to lease 10 SPPs and buy more with the power sales income each year, 
the number would increase to 1,946 SPPs after 14 years. After 14 years, bring the 
number to the requisite 2,216 to yield 399,988 afy and $3.83 Billion or more from 
power sales. This would also pay off 23.7% of the $3 Billion water conveyances cost. 
So invest $34.5 Million, get 399,988 afy and $3.83 Billion income per year starting in 
a little over 14 years, while getting 1,805 afy during the first year. This compares 
favorably with the $15+ Billion Groundwater Development Project with its operating 
and maintenance costs.  

12/21/12

*SPP income per year including water
Power at $0.211/kWh x 8,200,000 kWh/yr = $1,730,200/yr.
water 190 af/y x $400/af = $76,000/y 
SPP lease $3,450,000
Total = $1,806,200/y = 52.35% of lease cost
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A Salton Sea Authority workshop in 1995 had a target salinity of 40 ppt, or 40,000 ppm TDS. Repeat 
the calculations for bringing Imperial Lake to 40,000 ppm TDS, the old target

Flush the Salton Sea with Delta water to create Imperial Lake
Delta is ~37,000 ppm TDS; Imperial Lake exit stream gradually becomes ~40,000 ppm.
Supply = A/y, the unknown

Salt in = salt out
A/y x 37,000 ppm TDS = (A/y - 1,434,600 af/y) 40,000 ppm
= A/y x 40,000 ppm - 1,434,600 af/y x 40,000 ppm
A/y x 37,000 ppm = A/y x 40,000 ppm -57,384,000,000
57,384,000,000 af/y ppm = A/y x (40,000 - 37,000) =A/y x 3,000 ppm
A = 19,128,000 af/y supply canal  [NOT FEASIBLE) But the target salinity of 40 ppt, or 40,000 
ppm TDS might be achieved by shrinking the lake with SPP ponds. 

QSA
The maximum delivery of water to San Diego under the QSA is 200,000 af/y. This could be 
met with 1053 SPPs requiring 747,368 af/y Gulf water to flush the new Imperial Lake.  This 
would bring the supply flow to 8,816,993, up from 8,069,625 af/y. But lets burden these 
additional SPPs with a 10 % contribution to Mexico, for 830,409 needed. This brings the total 
supply of Gulf water to 8,900,034 af/y, up from 8,069,625 af/y. This is not unreasonable. And 
brings the Treaty augmentation to 110,999.5 af/y, or 7.4%. The water handling infrastructure 
cost does not increase linearly with volume. This plan would displace the QSA and likely 
would be worth the added cost, to be paid by the QSA funds plus power sales.

Commerce
Funding to initiate the Salton Sea to Imperial Lake plan might well be private rather than 
public. For example, gaming interests might fund the means to flush the Sea, realizing the 
funds can be recovered from sales of SPP leases. Part of the incentive is that casinos with 
the Torres Martinez tribe along their lake front property to embrace Imperial Lake activities 
would be desirable. 

11/10/12
All numbers in this document are tentative. 

Summary
The Sea to Lake plan replaces the catastrophic and frightfully expensive Salton Sea Preferred 
Plan (SSPP). The Sea to Lake plan enables SNWA to forego its costly and potentially 
destructive Groundwater Development Project (GDP). The Sea to Lake plan enables replacing 
the entire QSA. And the Sea to Lake plan may encourage private funding. The SSPP and the 
GDP have open ended costs, the Sea to Lake plan does not, but yields income.

11/10/12
Alternatives
We are considering importing Pacific Ocean water (35,000 ppm TDS) rather than Gulf 
water. Importing 8 M af/y yields a Lake TDS of 42,648 ppm; for a Lake TDS of 45,000 
ppm, need to import 6,585,400 af/y.                                                                     2/23/13
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Ocean advantages:
# No cross border with risk of Mexico shutting off the supply. 
# No need to share the product water with Mexico as an incentive
# No problem with huge tides at water intake
# 35,000 ppm TDS rather than 37,000 ppm TDS  for better results
# Easier brine disposa 
# No risk of upsetting the ecology of the Gulfl
# Closer
 

Power = 76,629,000 MWh/y
Fresh Water = 1,775,550 af/y

Salton Sea becomes Imperial Lake
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